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From the President: The fall is moving along fast. As I write this article, 

I am looking out of my front window at the fresh snow that had fallen 

during the night. I hope that we still get a lot more fall weather before the 

seasons change again, which of course makes all the snowbirds head 

south. Those of us who stick around need to find someplace warm to roost 

until spring, like in our shop working on our model aircraft. 

The Indoor Flying season has begun, and as our Indoor Flying Coordinator 

says, the weather each week is always the same at the indoor flying. No need to worry about 

freezing the fingers or toes, and the wind is always calm. We had our first event on October 25th, 

but the turnout was not as many as usual. I assume that attendance will pick up a bit as we get 

more into the winter. So, I hope you are able to make it out and join in on this event all winter 

long. You can come out to fly, or you are also welcome to just come out to watch, either are fine. 

See the remaining dates for this event listed in this newsletter. 

The outdoor flying season has pretty much wound down, although I know there are a few who 

will brave the elements when the weather is still good. I have been out a few times in October 

when the weather was good, and most of those times were greeted by fellow members out also.  



We mowed the field short when we cut the 

field for the last time this season in late 

October, just before the weather turned cold. 

If you do plan on going out to use the field 

yet this fall, please stack up the chairs after 

you use them if you do. Thank You to all the 

members who helped with the maintenance 

of the field again this year in their donation 

of time and equipment to the club. 

The month of November brings club officer 

elections for the 2020 calendar year. If we 

are to continue as an insured club of the 

AMA, we will need to have an officer 

structure for maintaining the club and our 

flying site. At last months meeting, a slate of 

2020 officers were presented and will be 

voted on at the November meeting. If you 

wish to fill any of these positions, come to 

the November meeting. 

That’s it for this month, see you at the 

monthly meeting or at the indoor flying. 

Don  

 

 

 Indoor Flying 2019-2020  
 

Our weather sure has been up and down this 

summer when it comes to be able to fly or 

not at the field. Indoor flying will be starting 

in a couple of weeks, and the weather will 

be the same from event to event.  

Here is the Indoor Flying schedule 

remaining for the 2019-2020 season. 
 

November 8, 15, 22, 2019 

December. 6, 13, 20, 2019 

January. 3, 10, 24, 2020 

February. 7, 21, 28, 2020 

March. 13, 20, 2020 

April 3, 2020 

 

It will again be at the East Jr. High School 

field house in Wisconsin Rapids from 7PM-

10:30PM. Same as last year. 
 

Roger Denne'e 

A Bit from Our Safety Officer 

Hi guy’s, 

I don’t want to give the impression of me being 

a preacher but sometimes we all need a bit of a 

reminder of the nasty things that can happen at 

the flying field.  

I’m sure nobody has ever gone to the field and 

waited a bit to see if someone else might show 

up before the props start spinning. Opps, that 

would be me! The point is, don’t fly alone! I 

would guess at a minimum a first responder time 

of :10 minutes to get to the field would be 

remarkable. And that only applies if you are able 

to call 911 yourself and then you have all the 

messy blood and stuff to deal with while you 

wait. I have to admit to flying alone myself as all 

of us have done but I just want you to think a bit 

about what you would do if a medical 

emergency happened while you are alone at the 

field. Think you could stop the blood flow and 

drive to the Urgent Care in Rapids with your 

severed finger in hand? I don’t think so. How 

‘bout at the indoor flying? The propellers have 

no way of knowing where they are and the 

confined area we are flying in leads to pilots 

getting distracted with airplanes coming together 

or ending up hitting someone in the pits. At least 

there we would have a better chance of a quick 

response from the 911 call. All of the above is 

just to get you thinking about the “what if” 

scenarios.  

We as a club have experienced very little (to my 

knowledge) in the way of serious medical 

emergencies to require a call to 911 and I just 

want to keep it that way, for your sake and mine. 

As club Safety Officer I am required to talk 

about this stuff and if I can keep you thinking 

about these issues, maybe we can save a finger 

or two along the way as well. 

Fly safe but have fun too, 

Larry Chamberlin  

Safety Officer RVFRC 



Digital Servos 

Written by David Buxton 
As seen through the eye of a current probe 
Technical 
 

Understanding how digital servos work as a 

switched mode power device will help you 

to make better use of them and gain a better 

understanding of their power supply 

requirements. We will start by taking a look 

at digital servos as seen through the “eye” of 

a high-performance current probe. With 

these insights, we can then discuss power 

supply solutions that will enhance servo 

performance and keep your radio properly 

supplied. 

 

Switched Mode Power 

Digital servos use pulse width and pulse rate 

modulation to power the servo motor. The 

servo can be pulsed in the forward or reverse 

direction. The four solid-state switches, 

under the control of the servo’s micro 

controller, are either open circuit or closed 

circuit for ohms law efficiency. 

 

 
Switched mode servo motor control system. 

 

Through the Eye of a Current Probe 

The experiments that I conducted used an 

Airtronics 94780 coreless digital servo, a 5-

volt direct-current (DC) power supply, a 

Tektronix TCP0030 current probe, and a 

Tektronix DPO7354 digitizing oscilloscope. 

The waveforms that follow were retrieved 

from the oscilloscope. 

 

 
High-performance Tektronix TCP0030 

current probe. 

 

For the “holding position against high 

torque” waveform diagram, I applied an 

aggressive amount of torque with my 

fingers. The servo was making enough noise 

to convince me that it was under duress and 

it was aggressively holding position. 

The average current was 0.3 amps, which is 

what a digital multimeter (DMM) would 

read. Peak pulsed current was 5 amps. We 

can calculate that the servo’s resistance at 

zero rpm is 1 ohm, while a pulse is an active 

and open circuit between pulses. 

 
Holding position against high torque. 

 

Under much lighter loads, the pulses were 

sparsely scattered—sometimes a single 

pulse, sometimes a brief cluster of narrow 

pulses. 

For the “holding position against very 

aggressive torque” waveform, I was 

considerably more assertive in the amount of 

torque that I applied—more than what you 

would expect during aggressive flight 

conditions. The pulse rate doubled without 

increasing the pulse width. Peak current was 

5 amps and the average current was 0.5 

amps. 



 

 
Holding position against very aggressive 

torque. 

 

DC Servo Motor Basics 

Spin a motor and it becomes a generator. 

Connecting a power supply causes it to spin 

and simultaneously generate a voltage 

opposite in polarity and proportional to the 

rpm. When the motor’s generated voltage 

rises close to the supply voltage, the motor 

can spin no faster. 

 

 
Motor voltage increases with rpm Kv rating. 

 

The Kv rating of a motor specifies motor 

voltage as a function of rpm and determines 

how fast it can spin, under no load, for a 

given supply voltage. 

 

 
The motor's generated voltage subtracts 

from the supply voltage. 

 

 

Getting the Servo Moving 

The waveform “getting the servo moving” 

diagram shows what it takes to get the motor 

moving from a stopped position on its way 

to a new position. The current pulses 

become shorter as the motor speed increases 

and it generates an opposing voltage. Pulse 

height declines to nearly zero amplitude and 

the motor can spin no faster. 

 

 

 
Getting the servo moving. 

 

The pulses are not getting shorter because 

the power supply is bogging down, but 

because the motor is generating a voltage 

that cancels an increasing amount of the 

battery voltage. It would be easy to burn out 

the motor while it is stopped or turning 

slowly, so the pulses are extremely narrow. 

As the motor speeds up, the pulses can get 

wider without burning out the motor. 

 

 
When the motor is reversed, the two 

voltages add up and more current flows 

through the motor windings. 



Stopping the Servo 

When the servo approaches its destination 

and it’s time to bring the motor to a stop, the 

polarity of the motor pulses is reversed. 

Battery polarity and motor polarity add up 

instead of subtracting. 

 

 
Moving the servo from one position to 

another. 

Referring to the second cluster of pulses in 

the graph, pulse height nearly doubles when 

the micro controller works to bring the 

motor to a stop. The tallest pulse is drawing 

9.3 amps. The equivalent load on the power 

supply is roughly half an ohm for 0.34 

milliseconds. Half an ohm is not much better 

than short circuiting the power supply. 

That won’t fry the motor or wiring; 

however, these pulses can precipitate erratic 

aircraft behavior. Stopping or reversing a 

servo motor that has reached full speed is 

where the tallest current spikes occur—and 

the greatest risk to your electronics (e.g., 

micro controller restarts). 

Repeatedly moving a servo back and forth is 

the worst-case scenario, and draws 

considerably more current than having the 

servo hold position against an aggressive 

load. 

 

Repeatedly moving the servo between two 

positions. 

 

The digitized data for the blue graph records 

a peak current of 9.3 amps and the average 

current is 1.3 amps, which is what a DMM 

would read. The only way we can reduce the 

peak current is with capacitance. 

The larger the capacitor, the closer we can 

get to the calculated 1.3-amp average 

current (the DMM reading). The red, 

orange, purple, and green waveforms 

simulate what happens respectively using 

four increasingly larger amounts of 

capacitance. Power supply (battery 

eliminator circuits or BECs) peak amperage 

requirements can be reduced by adding 

capacitance. 

 

 
 

Power Supply Alternatives 

Now that we better understand how digital 

servos work, having seen them through the 

eye of a current probe, it’s time to see what 

we can do about building a robust power 

supply system— namely batteries and 

BECs. 

Let’s start this discussion with a perfect 

power supply (e.g., battery with no internal 

resistance, BEC with unlimited amps, and an 

ultra capacitor connected to the BEC). The 

power supply is 100% blameless. 

The problem, for this paragraph, is the 

wiring to the receiver or flybarless system. 

Imagine 0.1 ohms of resistance because of 

inadequate wire gauge, extended-length 

wiring, connector corrosion, or oxidized 



on/off switch contacts. Four of the 

previously tested high-speed digital servos 

are reversed in unison and once in a while, 

all of their narrow pulses of current are in 

perfect alignment. Skipping the math, the 

voltage delivered to the receiver will be cut 

in half. 

With a little more corrosion or switch-point 

oxidation, the problem becomes even worse. 

This can precipitate unexpected servo 

behavior (because of receiver or flybarless 

system restarts) and will slow down servo 

acceleration. This paragraph started out 

assuming a perfect power supply; however, 

batteries do build up internal resistance as 

they age. A tired old radio battery that might 

have been plenty good enough, can be a 

problem in the context of digital servos. 

In the context of very high current servo 

pulses, it does not take much supply and 

wiring resistance to cause a problem. These 

pulses are narrow and don’t always line up 

precisely. When they do, the results can be 

mysterious, frequent or rare, and capable of 

precipitating crashes. 

 

More Amps for My BEC 

The BEC that comes as part of an ESC is 

often inadequate, especially for helicopters 

with aggressive servos. I have solved the 

inadequate embedded BEC problem by 

adding capacitance in some cases, or by 

adding an external, higher-powered BEC. 

My Mikado 550 helicopter kit came with an 

ESC, which has an embedded 5-amp BEC. 

It served me flawlessly for more than a year 

without needing an external BEC. 

If you find that your ESC with an embedded 

BEC is not enough, you could experience 

erratic servo behavior. This can be solved by 

adding an external BEC with a larger amp 

rating or plugging in a capacitor such as the 

Spektrum RC Voltage Protector. 

Plugging capacitance into the receiver will 

reduce the peak power drawn from the 

power supply, which will make the power 

system much more tolerant of wiring 

resistance and energize servo performance. 

Locating capacitors as close to the problem 

as possible is electrically the best solution. 

Some people have actually installed 

capacitors inside of their servos, but that is 

impractical and the small capacitors are 

probably insufficient. Y connecting a 

capacitor close to each servo will result in 

considerably less electronic noise radiated 

from the servo cables and provide the radio 

with much cleaner power. Servo 

acceleration will be greatly enhanced, 

especially for large aircraft with extended 

servo leads. 

Exercise caution when plugging in more 

capacitance. When a capacitor is charging, it 

starts out looking like a short circuit. Many 

inexpensive BECs cannot handle much 

additional capacitance. 

Check with the manufacturer if you plan to 

add a large-valued capacitor, especially an 

ultra-capacitor. Castle Creations has assured 

me that its BECs use current-limiting 

protection that can handle short circuits and 

large capacitors. 

Not all digital servos and BECs are created 

equal. There really is no practical way to 

read the manufacturer’s literature and 

specifications to determine if your heli or 

airplane is safe. So, what can you do to 

make sure your flying machine is safe? 

 

VoltMagic 

DMMs and voltage-monitoring LED strips 

are blind to transient problems. Some 

electronics technicians and engineers have 

access to equipment that can see the 

problems caused by switched mode servos 

(e.g., the current probe and oscilloscope 

used for this article). These are hardly the 

expensive items with which to stock your 

field box. 

The only practical and economical tool to 

use that I know of is a VoltMagic R/C 

Voltage Monitor, which can be used on the 



bench or in the air. Right out of the 

packaging, plugged into an empty servo slot, 

it is capable of alerting you to low-spiking 

voltage transients that threaten your micro 

controllers. There is a red LED light that 

will continue to blink after sampling a 

voltage that has spiked too low. A steady red 

light means low battery, and blinking 

indicates a transient low was detected. 

Interestingly enough, stirring the sticks on 

the bench draws more current than the most 

aggressive flight maneuvers. If the 

VoltMagic’s red LED starts blinking, you 

know you have a power supply problem to 

solve. 

There are other products that will indicate 

when supply problems are detected. My 

Mikado VBar helicopter stabilization system 

sets low-voltage-detected messages in the 

data log. 

 

Conclusions 

Minor wiring problems can cause serious 

trouble when using digital servos. Digital 

servos use switched mode power for high 

efficiency and reduced power consumption. 

The current pulses can be tall and narrow, 

with the tallest current pulses occurring 

when a lightly loaded servo motor has 

reached full speed and is then reversed. 

Getting all of the servos to reverse in unison 

is considerably worse than pulling out of a 

power dive or maximum collective heli 

climb. 

There are several ways to apply capacitance 

to smooth out the pulsed current problem. 

The closer to the servos, the better the 

position. A VoltMagic monitor is a must-

have tool if you are using high-performance 

servos. Be sure to use it whenever you have 

a new set of servos. 

—David Buxton 

david.e.buxton@tektronix.com 

 

 

 

Upcoming Area Events 
 

November 
 

11/03/2019 Manitowoc Wisconsin 

Swap Meet and Auction Location: 4601 

Calumet Ave, Manitowoc Wi 54220 

Swap meet starts at 8:30 am and ends at 

11:30 am. Admission $5, 12 and under free. 

Doors open 7:30 am for anyone bringing 

items to sell. No table fees. 

www.calumetflyers for more details. 

 

01/26/2020 West Bend Wisconsin 

Milwaukee Association of R/C Clubs Swap 

Meet and Auction. 

Swap Meet 9 a.m. till 2 p.m. $5 entry fee, all 

tables are $20. For table reservations call 

Laurie @ 414-315-7229. Scott Jones contact 

414-315-7729 or e-mail 

onehobby@happyhobby.com  

Site: 3000 Pleasant Valley RD. West Bend 

Wi. 53095 

 

 

River Valley Flyers November 

Monthly Meeting Notice: 
 

When: The November Monthly 

Meeting will be held this month 

on Wednesday November 6th 

at 6:30 P.M.  

 At Hardees at 1821 Eighth 

Street in Wisconsin Rapids 

 

 
 

Wanted: Looking for a 46 two stroke R/C 

engine or a 56 4 stroke engine. 

Also, dead or dying micro flyer to use in the 

gym. Contact Harvey  

h_churkey@hotmail.com or 715-341-7480 

 

mailto:david.e.buxton@tektronix.com
http://www.calumetflyers/
mailto:onehobby@happyhobby.com
mailto:h_churkey@hotmail.com


River Valley Flyers Model Aircraft Club 
2020 Membership Form 

The “River Valley Flyers” are a model aircraft flying group interested in all aspects of Model 

Aviation and are located in Central Wisconsin. We are a chartered Academy of Model 

Aeronautics [AMA] club. All club members must also be AMA Members. We maintain a flying 

site in southern Portage County in the Township of Grant in the Central Wisconsin area. 

 Membership Categories and Dues 

Full Adult Membership.... $40  

Age eighteen years and older by January 1st of the year of application. Includes voting rights and 

club field usage rights.  
 

Family/Group Membership.... $45 

All members covered by a Family/Group Membership must have a direct spouse or offspring 

relationship, Father-Son, Husband –Wife and or Junior Member. Includes voting rights [except 

for junior members] and club field usage rights. 
 

Junior Membership.... $15 

Under age eighteen years old by January 1st of year of application. All junior members need to be 

sponsored by a Full Adult Member even though they are not related by an offspring relationship. 

Includes field usage rights but no voting rights. 
 

Guest Membership.... $20 For someone who belongs to another local club but wishes to access 

our field for flying as well. Includes field usage rights but no voting rights. Must send a copy of 

current AMA and Local Club Membership Cards with application. 

 

 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 

Please bring completed application form below with proof of AMA to RVF meeting or mail to:  

Bob O’Connor 2220 Lovewood Drive Wisconsin Rapids Wisconsin 54494 

Make checks payable to River Valley Flyers (Only Cash or Check Accepted) 

 

Name: ______________________________________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________________ 

City: _______________________________________ Zip: _____________ 

Phone: ______________________ E-Mail__________________________ 

AMA#________________   Membership Category: ___________________ 

Dues Enclosed: ______________________ (Cash or Check Only) 

 


